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Abstract — The sweeping growth of the amount of embedded devices together
with their extensive spread pose extensively new design challenges for
protection of embedded systems against a wide set of security threats. The
embedded device specificity implies combined protection mechanisms require
effective resource consumption of their software/hardware modules. At that the
design complexity of modern embedded devices, characterized by the proper
security level and acceptable resource consumption, is determined by a low
structuring and formalization of security knowledge. The paper proposes an
approach to elicit security knowledge for subsequent use in automated design
and verification tools for secure systems with embedded devices.
Keywords: embedded security, embedded device design and verification,
security components, expert knowledge.

1

Introduction

The sweeping growth of the amount of embedded devices and their extensive spread
pose extensively the problem of design of their protection mechanisms against a wide
range of information security threats. Mostly design complexity of secure embedded
devices is determined by a low structuring and formalization of the embedded security
knowledge. The specificity of the field is appearance of new expert knowledge, their
obsolescence, information acquisition from various sources, such as embedded device
industry, research and analytical works in information security and software
engineering, experience in exploitation of existing information and
telecommunication systems, through security and trust analysis of systems.
Embedded device specificity, leading to the need of specific approaches to their
design and analysis, includes highly specialized purpose of devices and hence the
domain specific character of their protection, considerable constraints on volumes of
hardware resources, specific sets of vulnerabilities and possible attacks to compromise
embedded device and its services, multi-component based approach [21] and therefore

possible implicit connections and hidden conflicts between security components
arising from the absence of their a priori joint conformity.
As a result, to solve security issues to the full extent information security experts
of high qualification are required to be involved in the course of all stages of the
design process. In general the search and involvement of such experts complicates the
design process significantly, introducing new iterations, feedbacks between the
developers, experts and other roles involved as well as increases financial costs to
accomplish the development process. At that the current trend in the field of
embedded device development is to delegate some part of expert duties to developers,
owing to the application of specialized automated techniques and software tools for
design, verification, testing, evaluation and implementation of embedded devices.
That is knowledge on particular industry systems with embedded devices along with
expert knowledge are subjected to generalization and transformed into particular
techniques and tools for subsequent application by devices developers.
Another trend in embedded device development is to produce families of devices
with a basic functionalities and different extra details determining peculiarities of the
device exploitation and finally the cost of the device. As a result there is no necessity
to fulfill the expert assisted design process fully for each device within a given family.
Instead one should conduct some adaptation of already developed protection
procedures and design protection procedures, taking into account the specificity of
particular devices that mostly can be delegated to the developer.
The main goal is to form, structure and refine expert knowledge characterizing
various design and verification aspects of embedded security mechanisms as well as
to search new ones and adopt existing techniques and automated software tools for
their subsequent use by developers with embedded devices. The main contribution of
the paper is a proposed technique for design and verification on the base of the
revealed expert knowledge. The technique is targeted on development of combined
security mechanisms for embedded devices, considering resource consumption
metrics, possible conflicts and anomalies of security components and information
flows. The technique is characterized by engaged specific expert information on
hardware resources, typical conflicts and anomalies.
Systems with embedded devices are getting spread in the sphere of home land
defense and security. Such systems allow arrangement of collaborative coherent and
secure operation of heterogeneous embedded and mobile devices, sensors, servers and
other devices as well as various services and agents engaged. Development of security
mechanisms for these systems taking into account specificity of particular devices and
expert knowledge in the field will facilitate both global and national defense capability.
The paper represents a logical continuation of our published papers on design and
analysis of secure systems with embedded devices [8, 6, 28]. Particularly, in the paper
we (1) propose a heuristic to determine an order of consideration of hardware resources
of the configurable device, depending on its functional and non-functional features,
(2) extend the list of typical conflicts between security components of embedded
devices, (3) reveal relevant types of information flow anomalies and the ways of their
detection with reference to information flow analysis inside systems with embedded
devices, (4) present the developed software prototype for detection of information flow
anomalies, (5) fulfill an analysis of the proposed approaches. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. In section 2 the related works are surveyed. Section 3

encompasses the basic elements of the proposed technique, including configuring
security components, detection of hidden conflicts, and verification of network
information flows. Section 4 comprises the domain specific analysis of the field of
embedded security. It outlines a fragment of the case study used as expert knowledge
sources for the proposed technique. Section 5 exposes the revealed expert knowledge
used in configuration and verification processes. Issues of software implementation
and discussion are presented in section 6.

2

Related works

A multi-component based approach to design systems with embedded devices got a
relatively wide application [21] particularly within mobile operating systems Android.
The protection system is represented as a set of interacting software and
software/hardware components, each of them being in charge of particular functional
security requirements. At that the process for combining security components, taking
into account their peculiarities into a single mechanism is configuration of security
components [8]. The drawbacks of the approach are possible implicit connections and
hidden conflicts between security components arising from the absence of their
a priori joint conformity. In [3, 17, 25, 13, 19] the core problems in the field of
embedded device security are presented as particular security domain problems such
as user identification, local secure data storage, software resistance to modifications,
secure access, side channel attacks protection and others. Contemporary security
mechanisms of embedded devices mostly are oriented to particular specific
vulnerabilities. In [1, 18, 25, 28] various classifications of vulnerabilities, embedded
device intruders are proposed, exposing intruder capabilities, competence and access
type. At that combining various heterogeneous protection means within a single
device, interrelations between them and issues of their integration correctness are not
presented in existing works to the full extent.
The importance of the embedded device development, taking into account
acceptable energy and computational expenses along with higher security level are
uncovered in [9, 16, 27]. Besides granting necessary hardware and energy resources
to the device and its services, a special issue is DoS attacks targeted on exhaustion of
device energy resources [22, 33]. At that this kind of attacks is not detected by
conventional antivirus solutions and other ones, but aimlessly waste energy resources
through the use of the most energy expensive hardware components like Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth modules or screens, complicating the further functioning of the device.
Therefore a complex security mechanism should contain software and hardware
modules against various relevant security vulnerabilities, taking into account possible
implicit connections and inconsistencies between particular protection modules.
As a way to achieve a tradeoff between the security of the device and its resource
consumption, Gogniat et al. [12] propose the usage of reconfigurable security
primitives on the base of dynamic adaptation of the device architecture, depending on
a state of the device and its environment. The adaptation suggested in [12] is based
on, first, dynamic switching between a number of mechanisms integrated in the
device and, second, update of these mechanisms.

Configuration processes along with analysis of hardware resource constraints and
time expenses are of importance for development of end-products [15, 34, 35]. At that
configuring facilitates a shift from development of a mass product to a customized
one adjusted to the needs of a particular client [30].
As design case tools the specific UML profiles are used in the industry, holding
relevant embedded security peculiarities, particular requirements, vulnerabilities,
security components and their properties and connections between them. In particular
in [28, 29, 31] Domain Specific Models are introduced to model and analyze security
mechanisms for systems with embedded devices. In essence each domain is oriented
to representation of the device or the whole system in the context of some particular
security feature, such as secure storage domain, secure communication domain, user
authentication one, etc. An advantage of the approach is delimitation of the design
process tasks, responsibilities and roles involved as well as the use of expert
knowledge in embedded security field to produce a device protection system.
Software tool SPT (SecFutur Process Tool) [31] implementing the concept of domain
specific models represents an extension to general purpose design environment
MagicDraw. Model-driven design and analysis of embedded devices and real time
systems are presented in MARTE framework [21] defining a complex UML based
conception of software and hardware qualities of a device to support its specification,
synthesis, verification, validation, performance evaluation, quantity analysis and
device certification with the use of UML profiles. However UML based software
tools for design and verification are oriented to development of static structure of
devices, their specification and subsequent software/hardware implementation
without evaluation of dynamically changing characteristics such as resource
consumption laying beyond the scope of conventional UML apparatus.

3

Design and verification approaches

This section presents the basic elements of the proposed technique for design and
verification of systems with embedded devices. The technique includes the following
stages: (1) configuring security components of an embedded device; (2) verification of
its protection system to reveal hidden conflicts; (3) verification of network information
flows. The essence of the technique is in the use of specific heuristic based embedded
security related knowledge as completed design and verification patterns along with
the use of methods of model checking, discrete optimization and decision making.
A. Configuring security components
Correlation of security level of embedded devices and their various non-functional
characteristics such as resource consumption represents a challenge in the field of
secure embedded device development. Often the absence of effective design-time tools
to develop combined security mechanisms complicates or even makes virtually
impracticable the implementation of sound protection system. The proposed approach
to design the protection systems for embedded devices is realized in accordance with
multi-component based approach, taking into consideration both functional and nonfunctional requirements and limitations of the device and security components as well
as resource consumption criteria to obtain the most effective solutions customized by

non-functional constraints of a particular kind of devices. In essence a resource
consumption criterion determines a sequence of hardware resources ordered by their
criticality level. At that a discrete optimization problem is formed on a set of security
configurations, while its solution allows getting the optimal configuration [8].
The goal of the proposed approach is to determine the most resource effective
(optimal) configuration of the protection system on the base of input data on the device
and its security components. The configuration is intended to be integrated into the
protection system of the device. Finding the optimal configuration will allow
ultimately improvement of device protection effectiveness. The choice of an optimal
configuration depends on the following factors: (1) device hardware capabilities and
volumes of resources to be allotted to support the protection system; (2) needs of the
resources for particular security components. For instance asymmetric encryption as
a rule requires significant computational expenses; a remote attestation component
requires additional network bandwidth expenses leading to higher consumption of
energy resources; (3) device peculiarities, scenario of the device, its autonomy,
mobility as well as other characteristics and requirements to the device and protection.
Configuring is conducted in automated mode on the base of developed decision
making tool to choose optimal configurations. At that, resource consumption criteria
are set manually, depending on non-security requirements, peculiarities of the device
and its protection system under configuration process. Therefore we propose to use a
specific heuristic to determine an order of consideration of hardware resources in the
configuration process, depending on functional and non-functional features of the
device. Further in sections 4 and 5 in framework of a domain-specific analysis of the
field of embedded security we survey shortly a case study as well as a heuristic based
on the analysis of this case study. In essence configuring represents a discrete multicriteria optimization problem on the set of security components. Due to the finite and
relatively small amount of security component alternatives available in the design
process there is no need to look for or create any specific methods to solve the
optimization problem in a short period of time. In fact the proposed heuristic should be
used by the device developer to form particular optimization problem constraints and
their order properly.
B. Detection of hidden conflicts between security components
Multi-component based approach to design of embedded devices and in particular their
protection systems cause a problem of correct and secure combined use of several
security components. Even assuming individually each security component has no
internal inconsistencies and vulnerabilities, the combined protection mechanism
nonetheless can be subject to hidden conflicts of different character.
Such conflicts may lead to security vulnerabilities in the protection system,
incorrect work of the protection system and even business functions of the device. The
main complexity is that these conflicts may appear at the exploitation stage of the
device only. Therefore their elimination may require lots of financial costs and
industrial expenses. Thus an important task is seen to detect known kinds of hidden
conflicts between security conflicts in design-time. In section 4 we present a number of
typical conflicts as a piece of expert knowledge and their examples. These conflicts
were got heuristically through an analysis of existing systems with embedded devices
and a range of papers on embedded security [5, 31].

C. Verification of network information flows
The goal of network information flow verification is to evaluate security level of the
developed information system with embedded devices. The verification is conducted
through checking correctness of the security policy for the system and determine to
what extent information flows in the real system correspond to the policy.
By information flow we mean summation of information passed between two or
more interacting objects. Information flow security policy represents a set of rules
determining which information flows in the system are permitted or prohibited.
Conventionally information flow analysis is conducted at three levels, (1) hardware
– as an analysis of ties between the microcircuits [4], (2) software – as an analysis of
the source code running on the device [24], and (3) network – as analysis of network
connections in systems with embedded devices. Information flow analysis at these
levels are covered in detail in existing literature [24, 14]. Amount of papers on
verification of network information flows is significantly less than ones on software
and hardware flows. The concept of information flow is widely used in security
evaluation of a route and network effectiveness evaluation [2, 32]. Although these
studies are not directly related to the types of data transmitted by information flows in
the network, but nonetheless, they can be used for modeling information flows.
Usually information flows between nodes are specified as a directed acyclic graph.
Thus, to reveal covert channels the topological analysis described in [26] can be
applied to this graph. In this paper we apply model checking to verify security policy
rules for information flows. In general, checking correctness of network information
flows is an integral part of the design process. Carrying out such verification at the
initial design stages provides early detection of contradictions in the security policy
and inconsistencies of the information system topology.
Verification of network information flows at the initial design stages represents the
static analysis of a system. In contrast to the dynamic analysis including testing of end
devices on the basis of attack vectors the proposed verification approach can reduce the
number and complexity of actions that need to be repeated after the design errors
become fixed. In general, the static approach is to analyze the structure of the
information system and its characteristics as system models at different levels of
abstraction [20] (security policies and business logic). To verify the security policy
rules regarding checking network information flows we propose to apply model
checking, using SPIN tool and PROMELA language. Checking information flows is
carried out on a model of the system, since information flow verification on the real
network would be much more difficult due to the need to involve specialized
equipment, software tools and staff of qualification. Enumerating the policy rules is
realized in order of decreasing priority until some rule holds. Prioritization allows
organization of more complex management of interrelated policy rules.

4

Analysis of expert knowledge sources

We used three industrial systems with embedded devices (case study) as a source of
expert knowledge in the field of embedded systems [31], namely a system of remote
automated control of energy consumption by consumers (abr. MD), a quickly
deployable emergency management system (abr. TMN) and a system providing
consumers with digital media services (abr. STB). The choice of these three case

studies is determined by their different structure, purposes, functional and security
features. The expert knowledge obtained through the analysis of these systems can be
generalized and used as a completed design and verification patterns in the
development of new systems.
The following patterns, forming the proposed technique, are related to expert
knowledge. These are particular security requirements in the shape of functional
protection properties and possible alternatives for choosing security components;
information on non-security features and internal ties of both an embedded device and
its security system to be the base of resource consumption construction; possible
types of conflicts that security components are involved in; possible types of
information flow anomalies and ways of their detection.
A brief description of the system MD developed by Mixed-mode [31] is presented
below. The system represents a network containing digital trusted electricity meters
on the client side, a trusted server and database as well as an infrastructure for
communications between devices and their management. The system is characterized
by a branched network topology, the presence of technical personnel roles in charge
of installation, gauging and support of the system devices as well as a need to protect
the devices and software services from malicious users and third parties trying to
compromise the system. The system contains trusted sensor modules (TSM) to
measure electricity of households (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The system of remote automated control of energy consumption [31]

Measurement data got from each TSM are sent, using the local data bus to a
trusted sensor module collector (TSMC). For remote access and control of TSM and
TSMC a general-purpose terminal belonging to a general purpose network is used.
TSM and TSMC are considered as functional physical modules not necessarily
standing alone. However they can be implemented within a single device [31].
On the base of the analysis of the system specification and models of embedded
device intruders the developers have provided the following functional protection
properties, each of them being associated with some security component [31]. These
are the integrity of data transmitted to and from the device, in particular, the target
data of the current energy consumption on the client side; the integrity of data stored
locally on the device; the confidentiality of data transmitted to and from the device;
confidentiality of data stored locally on the device; data flow control in accordance

with a given security policy; monitoring unauthorized and potentially dangerous
action in the system; implementation of protection against unexpected data; presence
of data protection from destruction and loss during their transmission or processing
due to software failures; presence of a mechanism for safe update of security features;
ability to identify compromised and alien devices and components; presence of a
mechanism for detection of anomalies in the measured data received from the device;
realization of local role based access to the device; continuous integrity monitoring
software components of the device.
Non-security TSM related expert knowledge items are as follows: presence of
a permanent power source; TSM does not store large amounts of data (only stores the
measurement data), data loss is not critical; no complicated calculations (since the
main function is reading and transfer of data from the sensor); requirement of
timeliness of the business process function; importance of communication services,
volumes of business data (measurement data) in the device are small.
The search of typical conflicts and anomalies in the system represents a heuristic
analysis of specifications and system models, taking into account already known
types of conflicts and anomalies listed in section 5. Specifically for the system MD
the policy rules constituting a shadowing anomaly have been analyzed.

5

Expert Knowledge

A. Configuring security components
An optimal configuration choice is carried out using lexicographic ordering of
specified resource consumption criteria. The ordering is based on a heuristic to
determine the order of consideration of hardware resources in the configuration
process, depending on the functional and non-functional features of the configurable
device. The heuristic is based on expert knowledge derived from the analysis of three
industrial systems with embedded devices (system MD, TMN, STB).
The heuristic represents a general algorithm for prioritization of hardware
resources of an embedded device. A set of signs of embedded devices and the services
they provide, having the influence on resource consumption is specified. We
introduced a three-point ranking for resources according to their criticality to
execution of the target device functions (0 means the resource is noncritical, 1 means
low criticality and 2 means high criticality). By experts a rank value is specified for
each sign of the core device of each of the three systems in use. Table 1 shows the
four types of hardware resources in accordance with the methodology MARTE [ 21],
a set of signs for each of them, references to the analyzed systems that have devices
with the regarded signs and the corresponding ranks. Thus, the ranks obtained on the
basis of expert evaluation of the analyzed systems are taken as ranks of the signs
themselves. Hence these rank values can be used for express ranking of resources of
the device by its developer without additional participation of experts.
Thus, in configuring process the device characteristic signs are identified from the
list of available ones. After that each resource is assigned a maximum value of rank
over all held signs corresponding to a given resource. As a result, the considered
hardware resources are ordered according to decreasing their ranks. If two or more

resources have the same rank value, the default order <HW_PowerSupply,
HW_StorageManager, HW_Computing, HW_Communication> is used. It was defined
BY experts as a priori and the typical for the most existing systems. It is assumed if
necessary this heuristic may be refined by adding additional signs, resources,
analyzed systems and devices to consider as expert knowledge.
Table 1. A heuristic for choosing resource consumption criteria
Resource type
Signs of embedded devices and its services
Abbreviation of the systems
according to MARTE
with devices of the sign
HW_PowerSupply
The presence of a permanent power source
MD, STB
(energy consumption Possibility of replacing the device or battery without TMN
resource)
damage to the provided services
Sporadic access to a centralized power supply
TMN
High dependency of the mission goal achievement on TMN
energy resources
HW_StorageManager The device does not store large amounts of data, loss of MD
data is not critical
(storage resource)
Storing large amounts of data, loss of data is not
STB
critical
Storing large or unlimited amounts of data, the loss is TMN
critical
HW_Computing
No complex calculations, no requirements of message –
(computational
delivery timeliness
No complex calculations, major timeliness
MD
resource)
Complex calculations, minor timeliness
STB
Complex calculations, major timeliness
TMN
HW_Communication
(communicational
resource)

No communications (or they are not obligatory for the –
device services)
Importance of communications for the device services, MD
minor data volumes
Importance of communications, large data
STB, TMN

Rank
0
1
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
2
0
1
2

B. Hidden conflicts of security components
Analysis of hidden conflicts of security components is an integral part of the
effective configuration selection process and is performed by embedded device
developer during the protection system design. In essence this is a heuristic analysis
aimed at identification of known kinds of hidden conflicts, which the security
components of embedded devices are involved in [8].
Generally a conflict is regarded as a relationship between two or more security
components and represents a contradiction between the functional of several security
components, any their non-functional limitations and/or software/hardware platform of
the device. The peculiarity of such conflicts is that as a rule they become apparent
under certain conditions only and. Therefore, it is difficult to detect them during testing
end devices by the use of attack vectors. Early design-time detection of conflicts in the
process of integrating security components will help to reduce the number of iterations
of the device development process. Besides for a conflict to be appeared not only the
fact of integration of multiple security components with specified security functional is
important, the way of their integration is significant as well. Specifically two
components with opposite protection features can be in a conflict if they are performed
simultaneously and interact within a common hardware/software context, for example,
they use share data structure, memory, file, communication channel and so on.
Knowledge of known types of conflicts is produced by expert analysis, modeling and
development of new information systems with embedded devices. It seems appropriate

to keep a list of previously discovered types of conflicts, regarding domain-specific
nature of each particular system. As a consequence as the specification of the
combined device protection system as well as specifications of considered security
components should be analyzed together by the developers for the presence of conflicts
from the list. Differences between the nature of each particular conflict, amounts of the
involved security components and their protection functional, peculiarities of the
components interactions and their integration as well as domain-specific character
cause the development of comprehensive classification covering all possible hidden
conflicts seems infeasible at the moment. However, in the design process a particular
classification of conflicts (e.g. according to the type of the involved objects) can be
used as an expert knowledge by the device developer of the protection system to
realize a directional search of possible conflicts (Table 2).
Table 2. Types of conflicts between security components
Type 1 – conflict due to a lack of consistency between a security component and the device specification
Type 2 – conflict between the protection functions of several security components
Type 3 – conflict between several basic components within a complex security component

Fig. 2 schematically shows the three types of conflict discussed. Examples of each
of the three above conflict types are presented in Table 3.

Fig. 2. Three types of security component conflicts

Resolving such conflicts is individual and determined by the specificity of a
particular conflict and its security components involved. As resolution options a
revision of one or several security components, changing the way their integration or
correcting security requirements can be considered.
Table 3. Examples of expert knowledge on conflicts
Conflict
type
Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Conflict example
Security_component = "TPM based secure module for storing confidential customer data";
Safity_requirement = "to double customer data by an extra hardware storage module";
Conflict = "assuming the only TPM in the device the unprotected doubling violates data
confidentiality"
Security_component_1 = "backup component for critical customer data";
Security_component_2 = "component for secure guaranteed deletion of critical customer
data after some specific event happens";
Conflict = "inconsistent application of the both components to the same data causes a
conflict due to a logical opposite of the their security features"
Security_requirement = "to implement RAID based redundant and high-performance storage
of business data by two (or more) secure hardware units";
Assumption = "the inconsistent parameters of the units (e.g. different capacity of the units or
their writing speeds)";
Conflict = "the units are correct themselves, but they do not implement RAID"

C. Network information flow verification
For verification of network information flows the expert knowledge includes instances
of security policy anomalies and methods for their detection. Consider one type of
anomalies more in detail, “shadowing” anomaly. The presence of this anomaly
supposed that a rule never works because there are one or more rules with higher
priorities "overlapping" it. This anomaly indicates a probable error in the policy, which
should be reviewed.
Network information flows and policy rules are specified by the following tuples:
InformationFlow = < host1, host2, user1, user2, interface1, interface2, type >,
FilteringRule = < host1, host2, user1, user2, interface1, interface2, type, action >,

where host1, host2 – sending and receiving hosts, respectively; user1, user2 – user
sending and receiving user; interface1, interface2 – types of hardware Interfaces of the
sender and recipient; type – type of the information flow.
Type of information flow refers to a kind of data that the flow encapsulates.
Information flow types by both the kind of transmitted information (e.g., user data,
critical data, checksums, encryption keys, security certificate, etc.) and the format
which the information is presented in (e.g., unencrypted and encrypted messages,
compressed message).
The essence of model checking, applying to anomaly detection consists in iterating
states the system can move into, depending on the emerging information flows and
responses from the component making decisions on policy based permission or
rejection of such requests. When iterating the sequence of actions depends on
conditions formulated in a language of linear temporal logic and express correct states
of the system [6, 20]. State of the system is determined by a set of variables and state
change is caused by concurrent processes running in the system. A process to be
executed in the next time is chosen randomly. The system considers all the possible
sequences of steps for specific processes and signals potentially incorrect state. After
that, the user is given a track, i.e. a sequence of steps leading to an incorrect state of the
system with respect to given conditions. Basic input of verification of network
information flows includes, first, descriptions of policy rules and, second, the structure
of the network in the system description language and detectable types of anomalies.
At the first stage of verification input data is converted into an internal format of
the verification system. Then, at a second stage, a general model of the system is built
to verify prohibiting and permitting rules for information flows. The model is
presented in the form of a finite state machine and initialized by the input data in
internal format. In the model the anomalies are expressed by formal statements.
According to model checking paradigm these formal statements represent properties of
correctness, which violation brings the analyzed system in an incorrect state. At the
third stage the general model is verified by a model checker tool. In the verification
process all incorrect state of the system are revealed. At the final verification stage the
obtained are subjected to interpretation. If any anomaly instances are detected, it is
created a description containing situation and the information flow leading to the
appearance of the anomaly and its type [20].
For the case of a shading anomaly the verification includes: (1) generating a set of
testing flows (the flows are formed on the basis of the so called “boundary” values of
the policy rules, i.e. the flows are constructed through any possible combinations of
parameters taken from the rule statements); (2) sequential application of the policy to

each information flow; thus each time the rule holds it is marked as held; (3) search on
the set of rules to identify rules did not hold even once.
Therefore, verification allows getting a set of results, each of them being a pair <A,
(B1,...Bn)>, where A represents an anomalous rule, B1,...Bn are higher priority rules
shadowing it. B1,...Bn are isolated by an extra pass of the policy by running those
testing flows that meet the conditions of rule A.

6

Software Implementation and Discussion

A software prototype developed is used within the proposed technique of design and
verification of systems with embedded devices. The prototype includes a design-time
means for making decisions on choosing optimal configurations and for verification of
network information flows.
The architecture of the tool for making decisions on choosing optimal
configurations on the basis of UML class diagrams is presented in Fig. 3. At the
architecture there are its grouped elements in charge of the protected device and its
properties; security components; classifications of properties of the device and its
individual security components; optimality criteria as well as configuration function of
and check of configuration admissibility. This tool includes the following main
features: (1) configuration function, that forms an optimal configuration according to
the given constraints and a list of security components (function configure); (2) check
function for verification of configuration admissibility (function verify).
As practice shows, often in the development of combined protection systems with
embedded devices the choice of security components is realized by developers
intuitively without any experimental evaluations on an already produced device with
integrated protection and without taking into account any design-time system models
and heuristics. Experiments on modeling strategy for choosing pseudo optimal sets of
security components on the base of greedy algorithms have been realized. The strategy
represents a procedure for a sequentially organized choice and refinement of security
components of the sought configuration iteratively for each security requirement. In
fact, this procedure works successively, for each functional protection property
choosing a security component from the available ones that consumes the least amount
of hardware resources according to their order determined by the heuristic. The
averaged experimental data allow us to deduce that the proposed configuration process
results in more effective solutions of combined protection. At that the combined
protection effectiveness is meant as achievement of minimal resource consumption of
a set of security components providing the given security features. More detailed
description of the configuration tool, its performance evaluation as well as fragments
of the GUI are given in [8].
The proposed verification of network information flows has been implemented for
the analysis of security level of the system of automated control of energy consumption
by end customers (system MD) with the following limitations. Due to technical
simplifications, a limitation of the implementation is setting parameters of the policy
both by defining concrete values or rules (specific hosts, interfaces, users) and by using
special identifiers any, defining all possible values for a parameter. Generally it is
assumed setting undefined sets of parameters of rules ( in particular as the use of

structures such as "all the values, excepting x1, x2, x3"). The policy rules for the MD
case study were established based on available system specifications.

Fig. 3. A tool for configuring security components

We performed experiments, introducing shadowing anomaly instances into the
policy. These anomalies simulate potential errors in the process of the policy
development. During the technique all the instances were revealed. After verification
completed the original policy was subjected to corrections, the verification repeated
and new policy admitted as free of shadowing anomalies.
A piece of the requirements got from MD case study specification presented below.
"The privacy non-relevant data is generated by and temporarily stored on the
trusted meter. It is displayed on the trusted meters local display.
 Any user shall be able to read the privacy non‐relevant data by using the
local interface of the Trusted Meter, and only by using the local
interface."
Fig. 4 shows a fragment of a security policy, two policy rules in PROMELA
language specifying the given requirement and presenting a shadowing anomaly (rule
0 is presented in lines 82-92, whereas rule 1 is in lines 94-104). In accordance with the
location the rule 0 has a higher priority than the rule 1. This anomaly is the result of an
incorrect indication of the values of interfaces of the source device (interface1).
Fig. 5 shows a window with a trace from the use of SPIN. In particular, it is shown
that the rule 1 is indicated as abnormal.

Fig. 4. Example of rules containing a shadowing anomaly

Fig. 5. The technique output

The experiments on modeling a large number of involved objects, roles, data types
and permitting/prohibiting rules confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed
verification for the design of the automated control system of energy consumption
(MD). Since the typical conflicts and anomalies are detected mostly heuristically, it is
difficult to deduce about any universal ways to resolve them. Elimination of a
conflict/anomaly is determined, first of all, by its context including specific security
requirements and assumptions, information security risks, modes of the device,
involved security components, used interfaces, etc. To verify network control
information flows of a security policy it is not sufficient to use pairwise comparisons
of the policy rules only. In fact an analysis of the policy rules holdings in dynamic (i.e.
model checking) is needed. In general, compared with the classical network
architecture, the specificity of information systems with embedded devices in the task
of verification of network information flow contains presence of a branched network
topology based on heterogeneous embedded devices with different types of
communications and types of hardware/software interface being entry and exit points
for information flows, and variability of the structure of such systems throughout its
work. An advantage of the proposed verification of information flows is to ensure the
system security, assuming the same behavior of the model and the real system.
Disadvantages include a large amount of computational resources required to analyze
complex models; possible false positives, i.e. warnings on anomalies missing the real
system; and incompleteness, as instead of the real system its model is verified.
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Conclusion

The paper focused at the technique for design and verification of information systems
with embedded devices. It is oriented at development and comprehensive analysis of
the combined security mechanisms to protect embedded devices on the basis of
resource consumption metrics, potential conflicts and anomalies between protection
components and information flows. The technique is based on domain-specific
analysis of several case studies and characterized by specific expert information on
hardware resources of embedded devices, typical conflicts and anomalies. The
technique peculiarities include the use of specialized heuristic knowledge in the field
of embedded security as completed design and verification patterns, applying methods
of model checking, discrete optimization and decision-making theory.
As future research we are planning to identify and use additional expert
knowledge by analysis of specifications new case studies, research papers, technical
and analytical reports in the field. It is expected to expand the list of typical conflicts
and anomalies and do the further work on SPIN based verification component.
Knowledge identified in the research is planned to be organized in an ontological
form, using a modeling environment Protégé. The peculiarity of this representation is
unification of expert information for its subsequent use by device developers both in
decision-making design directly and as input for automated development tools.
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